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I NTROOUCTI ON 

Now-casting and short- term forecasting of HF radio circuits requires a 
real-time input of current ionospheric data. A studios effort ;s being made to 
automate data capture and to exclude human operator from the procedure of 
ionospheric data processing and interpreting. An effect i ve solution to these 
problems may be found within the scope of ground backscatter plus vertical
incidence (VI) sounding technique, as it i""oses no r equirement of real-time 
data transfer via communication lines being capable of sensing ionospheric 
paths thousands kilometers away from a sounder site. 

The paper addresses principles of automatic scaling of ionograms designed 
for a system {1] of now-casti ng radi 0 ci rcui ts up to 9000 km long wi thi n a 
region equipped with a single ionosonde performing backscatter and VI sounding 
of the ionosphere. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF DATA PROCESSING 

The system of now-casting circuits uses an FMCW ionosande [2] recording an 
ionogram as a gray-scale raster picture of curves representing variation of 
echo del ay vs. frequenc y of the i onospheri c path under exam; nati on. To extract 
necessary i nformati on from an i anagram, a two- stage procedure ; s performed: 
(1) extracting curves from ianagram and (2) interpreting curves and evaluating 
parameters. The first stage requires a pattern recognition algorithm; a 
linguistic analysis should be applied at the second stage. 

EXTRACTING CURVES FROM IONOGRAMS 

TERMINOLOGY. Ionospheric echo occupies a certain interval of delay on a 
scanj a time-of-arrival (TOA) can be evaluated for each echo. On the plane of 
ionogram ionospheric echoes of the same propagation mode form a "trace", 
whereas paints of TOA form a Utrack u

• 

GENERAL APPROACH. Two approaches to extracti ng curves may be menti oned. 
Within the first approach an evaluation of TOA is performed for each echo and 
a track; ng routi ne is appl i ed to a poi nt pattern thus produced. I n the second 
approach TOAs are evaluated after all traces are extracted by a segmenting 
algorithm applied to a whole picture. In this paper both backscatter and VI 
i anagrams are processed foll owi ng the fi rst approach. 

ECHO PROCESSING. A rather conventional scheme of echo processing is applied 
including adaptive thresholding, spike removal, splitting overlapped echoes, 
TOA eva 1 ua t i ng and spa tia 1 fi lteri n9 of TOA sequences ( ' m- out of - n' val;
dating criteria) . An adaptive technique of splitting overlapped echoes was 
established to avoid false detections of TOA point in case of spread echo, 
which analyses sufficiency of a valley between two peaks to split them onto 
separate echoes. 

CURVE TRACKI NG: BACKSCATTER IONOGRAMS. A tracki ng a 1 gori thm was developed 
to extract curves from a backscatter point pattern. The al gorithm is based on 
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a turning histogram technique (THT) [3J developed for processing bubble 
chamber data; fast algorithmic realization [4J of THT was implemented. THT is 
based on the principle of fitting a narrow rectangle mask to a track line by 
altering its location. A quasi-linear configurati on of main backscatter tracks 
allowed application of THT to the whole plane of ionogra~ When the mask 
positions a track, the number of pOints inside will show a loca l maximun A 
second-order stringing routine is then used for exact tracking a curve within 
the mask thus found, supplied with a simple track initiation procedure. 
Finally a smoothing spline is applied to the track pOints. 

CURVE TRACKI NG: VERTI CAI.- I NCI DENCE I DNOGRAMS. A local tracki ng al gorithm 
[5] was developed to extract curves from a VI point pattern. The same princi
ple of fitting a mask was used, but a considerable modification was made to 
the over-all scheme of altering, coOOin;n9 and chaining masks, as the fitting 
procedure can be applied only to a slice of a VI ionogram. 

For a single TOA point, the left side of a mask is fixed on the po~nt, 
different inclination angles are probed, and the best variants of mask orlen
tation are stored. On a single slice, all TOA paints of first several frequen
cies of the slice are tested resulting in a set of best mask orientations. 
Then a procedure of combining masks is performed to avoid mask intersecti ons, 
basing on a robust principle of a higher rank for mask with a greater number 
of paints inside of it. Each track element thus extracted is partly left in 
the whol e set of TOA poi nts wi th a correspondi ng marker to provi de chai ni ng 
the next element of the track. 

INTERPRETING VERTICAL-INCIDENCE CURVES 

The complexity of automatic interpreting VI curves is increased in our case 
by requirement that the algorithm should not rely on information about polari
zation, angle-of-arrival and Doppler shift of echoes, which can be obtained 
only by the advanced sounding of ionosphere. 

An approach of linguistic image analysis were chosen for the interpreting, 
which implies searching base elements, presence or absence of which enables 
the algorithm to make an identifying decision. Thus, base elements play the 
role of starting paints for interpretation, and the final result of procedure 
immediately depends on immunity of base element searching algorithms and the 
order of searching itself to noise and interference, variety of possible curve 
configurations, unexpected situations, and errors occurred on previous stages 
of processi ng. 

The following order of base element search [6J (Fig. 1) is selected: 

1. E-REGION DATA. Noise-protective algorithm [7J is 
critical frequency, foE, half-thickness of the parabolic 
height of the layer peak, zmE. 

used to 
profi 1 e, 

determi ne 
ymE, and 

2. CENTER OF F-LAYER. The notion and searching technique of the F-layer 
center was introduced in [7]. 

3. Es-LINE. Es-line is the line of tracks to the right 
tical frequency, foE, and below F-layer center. 

from E-layer · cri-

4,5. TRACKS OF BOTH POLARI ZATI ON COMPONENTS CLOSE TO CRr TI CAl. 
OF F2 (or F)-LAYER. At the next step, the algorithm approaches 
from higher frequencies. 

FREQUENCIES 
the pi cture 

The same idea was i ndependentl y suggested in [BJ. Choosi ng thi s way of 
action is worthy of note, as typically a technique of "reading" ionogram from 
left to right is proposed, so that F2 data is reached in the last place. In 
our case Fl data, wt!i ch was tausi ng a lot of hardshi ps to automati ng, is 
approached from both sides, consolidating its position by the base elements 
al ready found. 
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Fig. 1. Sequence of base element search. 

The algorithm of searching tracks close to F2 cusps is quite different from 
that suggested in [8J. The first base element is the very right (outermost) 
track element with positive inclination (its searching procedure is carefully 
surrounded by additional checks, which are to increase noise irnrrunity) . The 
algorithm (7] for precise critical frequency evaluating i s then used. Choosing 
the outermost part of the tracks nearby the F2 critical frequency of X
cOlTJ,)onent as a base element appeared to be good in a nunber of respects: as a 
rule. it is even better seen than the critical frequency of the O-component 
(in spite of greater absorption) , more frequently appear to be in better noise 
conditions and. most importantly. have no intersection with the other compo
nent on its rising part. 

Searching the other component track is probably the most complicated part 
of the interpreting algorith~ Different situations are taken into account, 
including loss of rising part of tracks , TIDs effect, etc. 

The difference of critical frequency values determined is checked whether 
it corresponds to 1/ 2 gyrofrequency. If there is no correspondence, it means 
that one or the other value was determined incorrectly. In this case. an 
attempt is made to identify which value of the two is incorrect by determining 
the quality of fitting. If this procedure is successful, the incorrect curve 
is changed to the correct one, shifted by 1/2 gyrofrequency and fitted by 
hei ght. 

This self-control technique has imparted rather high quality of processing 
adequacy to the algorithm. Preliminary operation test showed that 95% of 
critical frequency values (324 samples. mid-latitude daytime ionograms, 
moderately disturbed ionosphere) have errors 0.1 MHz and less, only 1% of 
scaled values having errors 0.3 MHz and greater. This test also showed the 
analysis scheme to have certain immuni ty to weak and moderate stratifications 
in F2 layer close to critical frequenc ies . 

6. POINT OF OIFFERENT POLARIZATION TRACKS INTERSECTION IN F2(F)-LAYER. The 
curves found are traced down to their intersection point. 

7. O-LINE. To search O-line, an area between critical frequency of E-layer, 
foE. and component intersection point is allocated. O-line is formed by track 
paints having maximum amplitude on each s ounding frequency. It is expected to 
be the 1 i ne of 0- component echoes (whi ch have greater energy, as a rul e). 
However. O-component has greater energy not in every case, so each fact of 
switching to another track is specially analyzed for "height- s tep" effect. 
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8. KINKS AND FRACTURES DF THE O-LINE. Existence of FI will be expressed as 
kink or fracture of O-line. Stratifications, TIOs, errors in intersection 
areas, etc. may cause several extrema of the O-li ne; the one will be treated 
as Fl, for which ratio foFl / foE is the closest to the value of 1.47, selected 
by experi ence. 

Preliminary results of Fl determination algorithm showed that in 18% of 
cases (122 i anagrams concern; n9 FI probl ems, mi d-l at; tude; onosphere, IOOdera
tely disturbed conditions) extremum corresponding to FI critical frequenc y was 
extracted i ncorrect1 y. A major part of mi stakes was the resul t of fal se Fl 
detection as a kink due to tracking algorithm errors caused by "bobbing" of 
TOA points in F-spread conditions. The most effective way to avoid these 
errors is solving the problem of more careful TOA determination. The next 
probl em wi th foF] is the loss of FI due to defi ci ent sensi ti vi ty to sl; ght 
changes of inclination in periods of Fl appearing or disappearing, when its 
existence is questionable. 

INTERPRETING BACKSCATTER CURVES 

Currently a simple task is formulated to extract I -hop F-layer backscatter 
curve, whi ch is typi call y the mai n on an ; onogram. Thi s data is suffi ci ent to 
obtain, for instance, a variation of MUF vs . (ground) range [9] or a spa tial 
gradient of electron density profile [10] in the direction of sounding, or to 
update long-term prediction of HF propagation on a circuit. So the main 
backscatter curve found on an ionogram is simply treated as a I-hop F-layer 
curve. A study of applicability of this principle shows that it works in major 
cases. Procedure of interpreting a more complicated ionogram can be done using 
a long- term prediction of backscatter behavior to find the curve among 
extracted tracks. 

CONCLUSION 

Approaches to an automatic processing of backscatter and VI ionograms for a 
system performing remote real - time now- casting of HF circuits were outlined. A 
further investigations are required in order to find what could be done to 
improve the 'system. 
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